Sisel Pays Out Hundreds of Thousands in Platinum Rewards
Sisel International has just distributed the first payment associated with the Platinum Partner Rewards
Program. With thousands of vouchers representing hundreds of thousands of dollars, the program has
been a runaway hit with Sisel Distributors around the world. This unique program helps reward
distributors for doing the basics that help to build their businesses.
The Platinum Partner Program is designed to help distributors recruit and retain new partners and
drive the sales volumes in their organizations. Qualifying for the program is easy: distributors and
customers simply place either an Automatic Purchase (AP) of 50 PV or more (which drives Retention),
or purchase a minimum of 150 PV (which increases purchase size). Either option has a favorable effect
on your business—so both are rewarded with the best discounts and rewards Sisel offers. To make it
as easy as possible to meet this requirement, this purchase may be made in the current month or in
the previous month.
“Hundreds of thousands of dollars have been paid out to our loyal distributor base,” said Aaron
Rennert, VP of Sales for Sisel International. “The response to the Platinum Rewards Program has been
phenomenal. We have sent out thousands of product vouchers. The great thing is that these people
were buying these products anyway, but by buying them from themselves they now get all of the
benefits of the Platinum Rewards Program. When they bought the product they received an additional
discount, now they are getting these great vouchers, and if they keep going, they will get all of their
shipping refunded at the end of the year.”
More information regarding the Platinum Partner Program can be found at
http://jdarling.mysisel.com Select “Opportunity” Scroll down the menu bar to “Platinum Rewards”
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To provide access to the Sisel Products and enable you to enjoy these fantastic rewards - click this link
https://jdarling.mysisel.com/en/US/enroll/entry.htm?method=wizard&locale=en_US

